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Abstract

We studythe twistorformulationof the classicalN = 4 super-Yang–Millstheory on the quadric submanifoldof CP3|3 ×
CP3|3. We reformulatethe twistorequationsin six dimension,wherethe superconformalsymmetryis manifest,andfind a
connectionto complexifiedAdS5.
 2005ElsevierB.V.  Open access under CC BY license.
,

1. Introduction

Recently there has been a renewed interest in
twistor formulationsof gaugetheories.By studying
the structureof maximally helicity violating ampli-
tudesWitten has constructed anew formulation of
N = 4 gaugetheory [1]. The structureof theseam-
plitudes becomesapparentwhen transformingfrom
momentum to twistorspace,wheretheamplitudesare
supportedon holomorphiccurves.Follow-up works
extendedthis result for non-maximally helicity vio-
lating amplitudes[2], for “googly amplitudes”(i.e.,
amplitudesin the opposite helicity description)[3],
for analyzingloop amplitudes[4] andgravity ampli-
tudes[5]. For furtherextensionof the formalismand
for advanceson thediagrammatics ofamplitudecom-
putationssee[6].
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Open access under CC BY license.
Theseresultscan be interpreted[1] by formulat-
ingN = 4 gaugetheoryasatopologicalstringtheory,
the B-model with target spaceof the supermanifold
CP

3|4. In this way thestructureof perturbativeYang–
Mills amplitudesarisesby including the contribution
of D-instantons.Alternative string formulations for
describingthe perturbativeN = 4 twistor spaceam-
plitudeshasalso been proposedin [7], seealso[8]. In
this notewe are interested ina different formulation
of theN = 4 SYM, proposedby Witten [9]. Accord-
ing to[9], thefull classicalYang–Millsfield equations
not just theself-dualor anti-self-dualpart,can be con-
structedin termsof a vectorbundleon a quadricsub-
manifold Q ∈ CP

3|3 × CP
3|3. This formulationgen-

eralizesWard’s construction[10] of (anti-)self-dual
gaugefields from vector bundleson a single CP

3.
A concisesummaryof Ward’sformulationis givenin
theappendixof [1]. Unlike theformulationon CP

3|4,
the constructionfrom Q ∈ CP

3|3 × CP
3|3 is parity

symmetric,a helicity flip exchangesthe twoCP
3|3s.
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The connection between Yang–Mills theory and
quadricQ has gained further interest through the
cent duality conjectures in topological string theory
First, in [11] it was argued that an S-duality relat
the B-model onCP

3|4 to the A-model on the sam
supermanifold, see also[12]. Secondly, it was conjec
tured that by mirror symmetry the A-model onCP

3|4
becomes the B-model on the quadricQ in CP

3|3 ×
CP

3|3. A proof of this mirror map was presented
[13], see also[14]. The D-instanton contributions o
the original B-model are mapped first through the
duality to perturbative A-model amplitudes. After th
additional mirror symmetry we arrive again at the
model, but without the D-instanton contributions. Th
means the Yang–Mills equations could be directly
lated to the B-model on the quadric, and may thus
formulated in terms of a holomorphic Chern–Simo
theory on this space. This possibility was already m
tioned in[1], but for a concrete realization of this ide
one needs to overcome the obstacle of finding a pro
measure on the quadric.

It is interesting to note that, while the B-model o
CP

3|4 is related to weakly coupledN = 4 SYM, the
B-model on the quadric should again be give a str
coupled formulation, since it follows from the co
jectured S-duality for topological strings and mirro
symmetry[11,12]. Furthermore, the target spaceQ5 of
the B-model is a complex five-dimensional superma
fold and is symmetric under the superconformal gro
SU(4|3). It is therefore natural to ask whether there
a connection with theAdS5 ×S5, which is also dual to
the same theory in the same regime. In this Letter
will make a step in this direction by reformulating th
(super)twistor equations in a 6-dimensional notat
that makes the superconformal invariance manifes
our formulation 4d Minkowski space will be identifie
with the lightcone embedded in the six-dimensio
flat space modded out by rescalings. This projec
version of 6d space has also other components, on
which can be identified withAdS5. The twistor equa-
tions rewritten in the 6d notation take a particula
simple form.

2. Twistor construction of the Yang–Mills
equations

Let us first fix conventions. We work in signatu
ηµν = {−,+,+,+}, and use complexified Minkowsk
f

spaceM4 so that the coordinatex ∈ M4 are complex.
In this Letter we will write most equations explic
itly in coordinates that are defined for non-comp
Minkowski space, but our results can be extende
its compactified version, which we also denote byM4.
Undotted and dotted indices denote spinors transfo
ing in the (1/2,0) and (0,1/2) representations, an
can be raised and lowered with the two-index a
symmetric tensorε. In spinor notation

xaȧ = σ
µ
aȧxµ = x0δaȧ + �x �σaȧ.

The bosonic twistor equation is written as[1]

(2.1)Vȧ + xaȧV
a = 0, ȧ = 1,2.

It can be viewed in two ways: givenx, it determines
a curve in the spaceCP

3, which is parametrized b
the homogeneous coordinatesλ andµ. The spaceCP

3

is called twistor space. The curve itself is a copy
CP

1, since the equation can be solved forV a of Vȧ ,
or the reverse. In the analysis of the scattering
plitudes, this curve arises after Fourier transform
the amplitudes from momentum to twistor space.
ter the transformation, the amplitudes are localized
the curve given by the twistor equation. From anot
point of view, givenV a and Vȧ , the twistor equa
tion determines a two-dimensional subspace inM4,
called alpha-plane. The twistor equation is natura
connected to the (anti-)self-dual Yang–Mills equat
via Ward’s construction. The basic idea of this co
struction is that the information of (anti-)self-du
gauge fields can be encoded in the structure of c
plex vector bundles. Consider a complex vector bun
over M4 with a connection on it. In general, para
lel transport with this connection is not integrab
However, according to Ward’s construction, we ha
integrability when restricting to the alpha-planes,
and only if the gauge field is anti-self-dual. The s
of all alpha-planes is the twistor spaceCP

3. There is
of course analogous construction for a self-dual ga
field, where the complex 2-planes of integrability a
now called beta-planes. Thus by Ward’s theorem
(anti-)self-dual gauge field corresponds to a vec
bundle on the twistor spaceCP

3, and this vector bun
dle is trivial when restricted to a 2-dimensional su
space defined by the twistor equation. It is natura
try to extend this construction to the full Yang–Mil
equations. While the self-dual gauge field equati
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are algebraic, the full Yang–Mills equations are a d
ferential equation. In[9] Witten achieves the extensio
by embedding Minkowski space in a bigger spa
M4 × M4. By writing x ∈ M4 asx = 1

2(y + z) with

(y, z) ∈ M4 × M4,

one can split the 4d connection∇x as

(2.2)∇x = ∇y + ∇z.

The original Minkowski space thus corresponds to
diagonaly = z insideM4 × M4. The connection∇x

satisfies the Yang–Mills field equations if∇y is anti-
self-dual,∇z is self-dual and both connections mut
ally commute. Thus we have

[∇y,∇y] + [∇y,∇y ]∗ = 0,

(2.3)[∇z,∇z] − [∇z,∇z]∗ = 0

and

[∇y,∇z] = 0.

From these relations it follows that

[∇x,∇x] = [∇y,∇y] + [∇z,∇z]
and finally the Jacobi identity implies[∇x, [∇x,∇x ]∗]

(2.4)= [∇y + ∇z,−[∇y,∇y ] + [∇z,∇z]
] = 0.

One of the main points of[9] is that a gauge connec
tion can only be split in this way if it corresponds
a vector bundle onCP

3 × CP
3, again trivial on each

CP
1 × CP

1. This is a very strong requirement that
not satisfied by a general solution of the Yang–M
field equations. Every gauge field onM4, not neces-
sary satisfying any equation, is equivalent to a vec
bundle on the manifold

(2.5)Q5 =
{

(U,V ) ∈ CP
3 × CP

3

∣∣∣∣∣
4∑

α=1

uαvα = 0

}
.

Hereα = (a, ȧ) is a four-component spinor index. Th
spaceQ5 has complex dimension 5 and can be view
as the space of all lightlike lines inM4. The lightlike
lines through a given point inM4 form aCP

1 × CP
1

insideQ5, with oneCP
1 in each factor ofCP

3 ×CP
3.

A vector bundle associated with a gauge field onM4 is
trivial on every suchCP

1×CP
1. Gauge fields that sa

isfy the Yang–Mills equationD∗F = 0 corresponds to
Fig. 1. Twistor spaceCP3 and Minkowski spaceM4 can be regarded
as the base of a fiber bundle with total spaceF5. The corresponding
fibers are the alpha-planeLα

2 andCP1.

a vector bundle onQ5 that can be extended to a sm
local neighborhood ofQ5 insideCP

3 × CP
3. To be

precise, it is necessary and sufficient to extend the
tor bundle fromQ5 up to third order in a local Taylo
expansion. This means that the vector bundle actu
lives on a quadric given by(UαV α)4 = 0, which can
then be taken as the actual defining equation ofQ5.
The extension of the connection to third order aw
from Q5 also implies that the Yang–Mills gauge fie
can be extended toM4 × M4 away from the diagona
up to third order in thew = y − z. Ward’s construction
relates a connection onQ5 to an anti-self-dual con
nection∇y and self-dual connection∇z, but to get the
Yang–Mills equations these connections also hav
commute in the neighborhood of the diagonal. Thi
what leads to the above mentioned requirements.

It is useful to compare this twistor construction
the Yang–Mills equations with the usual one for t
(anti-)self-dual equation in terms of a schematic d
gram, as indicated inFig. 1. Complexified Minkowski
M4 and the usual twistor spaceCP

3 can both be see
as projections of the same five-dimensional space
noted byF5. TheCP

1 fiber overM4 corresponds to
the set of all alpha-planes through a given point. T
two-dimensional fiberLα

2 overCP
3 is just the alpha-

plane itself. Similarly we can construct a fiber bun
overQ5 by taking the lightrayL1 ∼ CP

1 parametrized
by a point inQ5 as the fiber. The resulting total spa
F6 is also a fiber bundle overM4 with fiber equal to
CP

1 ×CP
1, which is the space of all lightrays throug

a given point onM4. This is shown inFig. 2.

2.1. Supersymmetric extension

As in the bosonic space, we can examine if
supersymmetric Yang–Mills equations are equival
to an integrability conditions along lightlike lines
through a given point in the superspace. It turns
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Fig. 2. The total spaceF6 is fibered over the space of lightraysQ5
with the lightrayL1 itself as fiber. Points in Minkowski spaceM4
lift to CP1 × CP1 fibers inF6.

that this is indeed the case forN = 3 or N = 4 su-
persymmetry (these two theories are basically eq
alent). The supertwistor equations for the alpha-pl
are[1]

Vȧ + xR
aȧV

a = 0, ȧ = 1,2,

(2.6)ψI + θaIV
a = 0, I = 1, . . . ,N .

Here we introduced anti-commuting coordinatesθaI ,
I = 1, . . . ,N for N supersymmetries. The supe
twistor spaceCP

3|3 is thus parametrized by(V a,Vȧ,

ψI ), where theψI are spinless anti-commuting var
ables. Analogously, the beta-plane equations are g
as

Ua + xL
aȧU

ȧ = 0,

(2.7)ηI + θI
ȧ U ȧ = 0.

The pair of Eqs.(2.6) for the alpha-planes can, as
the bosonic case, be found by a partial Fourier tra
formation of the MHV amplitudes to twistor spac
Similarly, the beta-plane equations(2.7) arise by a
Fourier transformation of the MHV amplitudes wi
opposite helicity. It turns out, however, that thex-
coordinate that appears in these equations is diffe
for the left-handed and right-handed helicities, he
the superscript.

The alpha- and beta-planes are invariant under
persymmetry and superconformal variations. The
persymmetry variations which leave the set of alp
plane equations invariant are

δxR
aȧ = −εI

ȧ θaI , δθaI = εIa,

δVȧ = −εI
ȧψI , δψI = −εaIV

a.

The alpha-planes are also invariant under the su
conformal variations

δxR
aȧ = xR

bȧε̃
bI θaI , δθaI = ε̃ȧ

I xR
aȧ − ε̃bJ θbJ θaI ,

δV a = ε̃aIψI , δψI = ε̃ȧI V
ȧ.
Fig. 3. The total spaceF6,4N is fibered over the space of supersy
metric lightraysQ5|2N as well as over supersymmetric Minkows
M4|4N . The corresponding fibers are the superlightrayL1|N and

CP1 × CP1.

The supersymmetry and superconformal variati
which leave the beta-planesinvariant are completely
analogous. By comparing the transformation rules
find the chiral and anti-chiral coordinates are rela
as

xR
aȧ = −xL

aȧ + θaI θ
I
ȧ .

Super lightrays are obtained by intersecting the alp
and beta-planes. Imposing both the alpha-plane e
tions (2.6) as well as those for the beta-planes(2.7)
leads to a condition on the supertwistors. Namely,
only obtains a non-trivial solution provided that

(2.8)UaV
a + UȧV

ȧ + ψI η
I = 0.

This defines the generalization of the manifoldQ5 to
the supersymmetric situation

(2.9)

Q5|2N = {
(U,η,V,ψ) ∈ CP

3|N × CP
3|N ∣∣

UαV α + ψIη
I = 0

}
.

The quadric submanifoldQ5|2N is the space of al
supersymmetric lightlike lines[15]. Just as in the
bosonic case one can define a fibre bundle ove
with total spaceF6|4N , which projects down onM4|4N

alongCP
1 × CP

1 fibers, seeFig. 3.
The supersymmetric lightlike linesL1|2N , unlike in

the bosonic case, are not one-dimensional, thus
grability along them is not any more a trivial co
dition. According to [9], for N = 3 supersymme
try the integrability on the quadric corresponds
theN = 3 supersymmetric equations of motion. F
N = 4 supersymmetry an additional condition is ne
essary, see[9]. Henceforth, in the rest paper we w
takeN = 3. Ward’s construction relates a vector bu
dle onQ5|6 to a supergauge field on supersymme
Minkowski spaceM4|12. It is an interesting open prob
lem whetherN = 3 SYM can be reformulated as th
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holomorphic Chern–Simons theory corresponding
B-model topological string onQ5|6. The quadricQ5|6
is a Calabi–Yau supermanifold, thus the B-mode
principle can be constructed on it, and as mentio
before, the existence of the B-model on the qua
is also supported by a conjectured duality chain. T
main problem in formulating the holomorphic Cher
Simons theory appears to be the definition of the
propriate measure. This question will not be addres
in this Letter. Our main concern is the reformulation
the twistor equations in a manifestly superconform
fashion, and in this way clarify the role of the quad
in super-Yang–Mills.

3. The twistor equations in six-dimensional
notation

The 4d Minkowski spaceM can be identified with
the set of all lightlike directions in a 6d flat space–tim
M4,2 with signature−−++++ and metric

(3.1)

ds2 = −dX+ dX− + dXµ dXµ, µ = 1, . . . ,4.

Specifically, a lightlike direction inM4,2 can be para
metrized as

(3.2)
(
X+,X−,Xµ

) ∼ (
1, x2, xµ

)
,

wherexµ are the coordinates for a point inM andx2

its length.The 6d isometry groupSO(4,2) acts as the
conformal group onM. Twistors are naturally formu
lated in this six-dimensional language. In this way
twistor corresponds to a chiral spinor

(3.3)V α =
(

V ȧ

V a

)

transforming in the4 of SU(2,2). For every point in
the 6d space–time we can define the anti-symmetric
matrix

(3.4)Xαβ ≡
(

X+εȧḃ Xbȧ

−Xaḃ −X−εab

)
,

where we used the spinor notation introduced bef
soXaḃ = σ

µ

aḃ
Xµ. The twistor equation then takes th

simple form

(3.5)XαβV β = 0.
The first component of this equation gives

(3.6)X+Vȧ + XaȧV
a = 0.

By using the scale invariance to definexaȧ = Xaȧ/X+,
one recognizes the twistor equation(2.1). The sec-
ond component gives an additional equation, wh
is equivalent to the twistor equation provided

−X+X− + XµXµ = 0.

This is the lightcone condition on the six-dimension
embedding space. We thus recover the standard tw
equation describing the anti-self-dual alpha-plane
M. In the six-dimensional spaceM4,2 where rescal-
ings are not modded out, the twistor equation defi
an anti-self-dual null 3-plane through the origin. W
will also call this alpha-plane. Similarly there are be
planes that are self-dual and that can be described
a similar twistor equation but with the dotted and u
dotted indices interchanged. Specifically, we can ra
indices as

(3.7)Xαβ = 1

2
εαβγ δXγ δ,

whereεaḃȧb = εȧḃεab (other entries follow by permu
tation). The twistor equation for beta-planes then ta
the form

(3.8)XαβUβ = 0.

Imposing both type of twistor equations amounts
intersecting the alpha- and beta-planes. Generic
these only intersect in the origin of the 6d space
Minkowski space this means there is no intersectio
all. To get a non-zero intersection one should imp
that

(3.9)UαV α = 0.

This can be seen most easily in compone
X+UaV

a = −UḃXaḃV
a = −X+UḃVḃ. The intersec-

tion of an alpha- and beta-plane yields in this c
a null two-plane through the origin in 6d, and cor
sponds to a lightray in 4d.

3.1. Superconformal invariance

We now proceed with the supersymmetric ext
sion of the alpha- and beta-planes on the quadric.
starting point is that the set of supertwistor equati
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has to be invariant under the superconformal gr
in six dimension,SU(4|3). The superconformal grou
acts linearly on(Uα,ηI ) and on (V α,ψI ), which
transform in the conjugate representations(4|3) and
(4|3). Since the R-symmetry group isU(3), theηI and
ψI are in different representations. Taking the prod
of the(4|3) with itself we look for the anti-symmetri
combinations. The anti-symmetric 6 is identified w
theXαβ , while the anti-symmetric odd 12 are theΘα

I .
The representation is completed by taking the sy
metric combination 6 of(3 × 3), let us call thisΦIJ .
The symmetric fieldΦIJ can be thought of as a metri
which can be used to raise and lower theU(3) indices.

The superconformal generators satisfy{
QI

α,Q
β

J

} = Mα
βδI

J + δα
βMI

J

whereMα
β are the Lorentz generators, here written

a matrix in the fundamental representation ofSU(4),
and theMI

J the SU(3) R-symmetry generators. Th
superconformal generators contain both the supers
metry and additional conformal generators, which
the four-dimensional notation appeared separately.
the invariance of the twistor equations under the su
conformal group, we put the equations in the smal
possible representation(4|3) of the superconforma
groupSU(4|3). We obtain the four even and three o
equations

(3.10)XαβV β + Θα
J ψJ = 0,

(3.11)Θα
IV α + ΦIJ ψJ = 0.

This set of equations describes the super alpha-pla
and are invariant under the action of the supercon
mal generators. Indeed, examining the action of
generators on the set of twistor equations, we find
(3.10)is annihilated byQI

α , and is mapped into(3.11)

underQβ
J . The odd equations(3.11)are mapped to th

even equations(3.10)underQI
α , and are annihilate

by theQ
β

J . The beta-plane equations can be deri
by analogous reasoning and read

UαXαβ + ηJ Θβ
J = 0,

(3.12)UαΘα
I + ηJ ΦJI = 0.

The relation between the alpha- and beta-plane e
tions will be further clarified in the following section

We end this section by explaining how to get t
supertwistor equations in the 4d notation of Section2.
,

We only consider the equations for the alpha-plan
To reduce(3.10)and(3.11)to the 4d twistor equation
(2.6) one first converts the four component indicesα

andβ to two-component notation. In addition, one ha
to identify the 4d coordinatesxR

aȧ andθȧ in terms of
the 6d ones. This turns out to be trickier than one mi
have expected at first:xR

aȧ andθȧ are non-linearly de
fined in terms of the 6d coordinates. With hindsig
this is not surprising because the 4d superconfor
symmetries act non-linearly on the coordinates, w
the action on the 6d coordinates is linear. After a bi
straightforward but tedious algebra one finds that
correct identifications are

xR
aȧ = (

Xaȧ − Θa
IΘȧI

)/(
X+ − 1

2
Θȧ

IΘȧ
I

)
,

(3.13)θI
ȧ = Θȧ

I − xR
aȧΘ

aI .

The coordinateΦIJ was used to raise and lower i
dices, and disappears in the 4d picture. The reduc
of the beta-plane equations(3.12)to four-dimensiona
notation proceeds analogously.

4. Combining alpha- and beta-planes: connection
with AdS5

The twistor equations for the alpha- and beta-pla
are scale invariant in 6 dimensions. One can ad
point at infinity by introducing another coordina
chart obtained by the inversion map

(4.1)Xαβ → −4ζ 2Xαβ

X2 , X2 = 1

2
εαβγ δXαβXγ δ,

whereζ is an arbitrary scale. Inversion sends the lig
coneX2 = 0 to the point at infinity. We will argue tha
it also exchanges the alpha- and beta-planes. We
consider the bosonic twistor equations. We use the
rameterζ to modify the bosonic twistor equation a
follows

(4.2)XαβV β = ζUα.

Further, instead of the lightcone we consider the fi
dimensional submanifold

(4.3)X2 = −4ζ 2.

This equation describes a complexified (anti-)de Si
space. What we have achieved by introducing the p
meterζ is that on the submanifold(4.3) the modified
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alpha-plane equation(4.2) is equivalent to the analo
gous equation for the beta-plane

(4.4)XαβUβ = ζVα.

This follows from the identity

XαβXβγ = ζ 2δα
γ ,

where we made use of(4.3). Whenζ �= 0 we have the
freedom to rescaleX and putζ = 1. In this case the
submanifold(4.3) is the fixed locus of the inversio
map. Furthermore, in the limitζ → 0 one recovers th
“old” equations(3.5)and(3.8), and the AdS-manifold
reduces again to the lightcone. The above proce
is analogous to the way in which the massive Di
equation reduces to two decoupled Weyl equation
the left- and right-handed components of a spinor
this analogy the parameterζ is as a “mass”, andV and
U the left-handed and right-handed Weyl spinors.

This construction can be generalized to the sup
twistor equations. The modified form of the supersy
metric alpha-plane equations read

XαβV β + ΘI
αψI = ζUα,

(4.5)ΘI
αV α + ΦIJ ψJ = ζηI ,

where we added the supertwistors for the beta-p
equations on the right-hand side, multiplied with
auxiliary parameterζ . Note that the modification with
ζ �= 0 is consistent with theSU(4|3) superconforma
symmetries. All of the variables appearing here
projective coordinates: one has the freedom to res
(U,η) and(V,ψ) by arbitrary and independent com
plex variables. We can alsorescale the coordinate
(X,Θ,Φ) simultaneously withζ . In principle this al-
lows us to put the parameterζ to an arbitrary value.

Eqs.(4.5)directly imply the quadric relation

(4.6)UαV α + ψI η
I = 0

as can be seen by replacingUβ andηI by the expres-
sions on the l.h.s. We can modify the supersymme
beta-plane equations in a similar way

UβXβα + Θα
Iη

I = ζV α,

(4.7)UαΘα
I + ΦIJ ηJ = ζψI .

We now require that these equations are consis
with (4.5). This leads to a number of relations betwe
theX, Θ andΦ coordinates with upper and lower in
dices. Let us first takeζ �= 0. Note that both the alpha
and beta-plane equations can be written in matrix fo
by combining the coordinates as follows

(4.8)ζ−1
(

X Θ

Θ Φ

)
.

The only difference between the alpha- and be
planes is that in one case the indices are up and in
other case down, and more importantly that(U,η) and
(V,ψ) are interchanged. It is now easy to see that
two sets of equations are consistent forζ �= 0 if and
only if the matrix (4.8) is invertible, and its invers
is simply obtained by replacing upper with lower i
dices. This leads to the relations

Xαγ Xγβ + Θα
IΘβ

I = ζ 2δα
β,

Θα
IΘα

J + ΦIKΦKJ = ζ 2δI
J

and

XαβΘβ
I + Θα

J ΦJI = 0,

Θβ
IXβα + ΦIJ Θα

J = 0.

With these relations(4.5) is equivalent to(4.7), and
hence it suffices to keep only one or the other se
equations.

To show the equivalence we assumed thatζ �= 0.
But now we can take the limitζ → 0 and obtain both
the alpha- and the beta-plane equations. In this lim

(4.9)XαβXαβ − Θα
IΘα

I = 0.

This describes the superlightcone in 6d. But whenζ �=
0 we find

(4.10)XαβXαβ − Θα
IΘα

I = −4ζ 2.

Here we recognize a complexified supersymme
version ofAdS5. The appearance ofAdS5 is not en-
tirely surprising in view of the symmetries of the equ
tions and the use of a 6d notation. What about theS5?
Could this be described by theΦ coordinates? In ou
description theSU(4) R-symmetry ofN = 4 has been
broken to (complexified)SU(3). This suggest that on
should not expect to find anS5 because it is not consis
tent with the symmetries. But it is interesting to no
thatΦ can be identified with the (complexified) spa
of symmetricSU(3) matrices, which is isomorphic t
SU(3)/SO(3) and is indeed 5-dimensional.
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5. Comments on the application to Yang–Mills
theory

In this note we studied the twistor constructi
of classicalN = 3 super-Yang–Mills theory on th
quadric submanifoldQ5|6 of CP

3|3 × CP
3|3. We gave

a reformulation of the twistor equations in six d
mension, and described the (anti-)self-dual alpha-
beta-planes in a manifest superconformal invariant
tation. The superconformal symmetry naturally allo
a modification of the twistor equations leading to
interesting connection withAdS5 and its supersym
metric extension. An important question is what t
implies for the Yang–Mills theory, and whether o
construction can be applied to the AdS/CFT cor
spondence. In this concluding section we will pres
some comments regarding this questions for the pu
bosonic twistor equations. A more complete investi
tion is left for future work.

Our six-dimensional view on the twistor equatio
can be used to extend a 4d gauge field to a 6d ga
field as follows. First one uses the fact that any
gauge field can be represented as a vector bundle
Q5. Then by applying a generalization of Ward’s co
struction to our 6d bosonic twistor equations one
tains a Yang–Mills field in six dimensions. Indee
according to Siegel[16], a 4d Yang–Mills field, not
obeying any equations, can be mapped on to a
gauge field satisfying

(5.1)XAFABC = 0

with

(5.2)FABC = X[AFBC],

where A = 1, . . . ,6 are the 6d space–time indice
Here we followed the notation of[16]. This equa-
tion expresses the integrability of the gauge field alo
alpha- and beta-planes. Thus a vector bundle onQ5 is
related through a generalized twistor construction
solution of(5.1). The Yang–Mills field equations a
in this notation

(5.3)∇AFABC = 0.

To get a solution equation(5.3) one has again to lo
cally extend the vector bundle toCP

3 × CP
3. An

interesting observation in this context is that the a
de Sitter space that we found can be related to
r

coordinates(y, z) ∈ M4 × M4 introduced in[9] and
described in Section2. There we wrote the Minkowsk
coordinate asx = 1

2(y + z). By applying the same line
of thought to our AdS description we write

Xαβ = 1

2
(Yαβ + Zαβ) with YαβV β = 0, UαZαβ = 0

with Y 2 = Z2 = 0. Hence up to rescaling we haveY =
(1, y2, y) andZ = (1, z2, z) with (y, z) ∈ M4 × M4.
The modified twistor equations forXαβ imply

(5.4)YαβUβ = 2ζV α, ZαβV β = 2ζUα.

These equations are consistent provided
YαβZαβ = −8ζ 2. In terms of z and y this gives
(z − y)2 = 4ζ 2. In other words, the parameterζ can
be interpreted as the distancew2 = (z − y)2 between
the two pointsy andz. This observation suggests th
the gauge field on the AdS submanifold can be
tained from the connections∇y and ∇z in a point
(y, z) ∈ M4×M4. However, a slightly confusing poin
is the following. In Section2 it was noted that an ex
tension away from the diagonal inM4 × M4 requires
the Yang–Mills equations to be satisfied. But here
just argued that we can extend any gauge field t
dimensions. We believe the resolution is that for
construction of the 6d gauge field it is not necess
that∇y and∇z mutually commute.

We end with some final comments. All these eq
tions have presumably a supersymmetric extens
In that case one does also obtain the super-Ya
Mills equations: integrability along the superalph
and beta-planes gives the familiar constraints ofN = 3
supersymmetry which imply the equations of motio
It would be interesting to work this out in detail in o
formalism. We leave this for future work. Our wo
may be helpful in making a connection to the topolo
ical B-model on the quadric, and represent the Ya
Mills theory as a holomorphic Chern–Simons theo
on the quadric.

Finally, it would be interesting to examine if th
N = 4 gauge theory amplitudes can be formulated
terms of the twistor spaceQ5|6. Although the ampli-
tudes are in the weak coupling region, it is possi
that one can find a sign of the quadric by perform
a kind of Fourier transformation. Such a formulati
would have the advantage of being symmetric in b
helicities.
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